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In This IssueReprogramming Towards Heart
Regeneration
AGUIRE ET AL., PAGE 275
This Review discusses several recent findings centered on the potential
cellular sources of regeneration in the mammalian heart and provides a
contextual overview of the different stem cell strategies targeting heart injury.
Unlimited Cloning?
WAKAYAMA ET AL., PAGE 293
Overcoming limitations seen in previous studies, an improved method
enables serial recloning of mice over at least 25 generations, and suggests
that indefinite recloning of animals may be possible.Apoptosis Affects Lineage Tracing in the
Intestine
ZHU ET AL., PAGE 298
Apoptosis plays an important role in controlling lineage tracing from different
ISC populations in the mouse intestine, with tamixofen-induced apoptosis
skewing lineage tracing from Lgr5 and Bmi1 intestinal stem cells.Stat3, Sox2, and CSCs: An Inflammatory Situation
LIU ET AL., PAGE 304
Sox2 cooperates with microenvironmental STAT3 in the forestomach to transform basal progenitor cells and initiate squamous cell
carcinoma. Preview by Bass and Wang. (Top image.)
A Killer Combo for Targeting LSCs
GOFF ET AL., PAGE 316
BCL-2 isoform switching in human leukemia stem cells contributes to therapeutic resistance, but can be overcome by combining
tyrosine kinase inhibition with a pan-BCL-2 inhibitor. In Translation by Hogdal and Letai.
BCL-2 Inhibition Allows Selective Targeting of LSCs Based on OxPhos
Dependence
LAGDINOU ET AL., PAGE 329
Human leukemia stem cells upregulate BCL-2 expression as a result of relying on oxidative phosphorylation to produce energy,
thereby allowing their selective targeting using BCL-2 inhibition. In Translation by Hogdal and Letai.Do Your Glia Make You Clever?
HAN ET AL., PAGE 342
Human glial progenitors transplanted into the mouse brain integrate to form
a chimeric forebrain and improve performance in a broad range of learning tests.
Preview by Franklin and Bussey.
Parkinson’s Disease iPSCs Reveal ERK
Regulation of Neurodegeneration
REINHARDT ET AL., PAGE 354
Comparison of neurons derived from mutant and genetically corrected hiPSCs
reveals a role for ERK-mediated regulation of gene expression in neurodegeneration
associated with Parkinson’s disease and suggests potential therapeutic avenues.
PRDM14 Recruits Polycomb for Maintaining
Naive Pluripotency
YAMAJI ET AL., PAGE 368
PRDM14 targets FGF signaling, Akt-mTORC1 signaling, and DNA methyltrans-
ferases through recruitment of PRC2 to hold ESCs in a naive pluripotent state.
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